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Welcome to Weldonkrieg 2014   

Achtung! 
Scenarios begin at 0800 29MAR2014. 
Units need to have their commander 
or representative a t the Allied CP 
NLT 180028MAR2014 for an in brief. 
Units are expected to be in the 
proper uniform at all times. Unit 
commanders are responsible for the 
authenticity review of their units. 
Reminder its 1944! Hair cuts ,no 
beards, no crazy mustaches. You are 
expected to be in the correct uniform 
for your impression NLT one hour 
after your check in. There is no 
“admin”  time scheduled. If your 
uniform is not to standard you will be 
asked to leave the event. Units are 
expected to follow the missions 
assigned to them.  

Reminders: 
NO LIVE Ammunition NO Alcohol , NO 
Post 1945 Music , NO Pets, and make a 
100% effort  to maintain a WW2 era 
environment 

Tent areas will be under the 

control of  units. Event staff and 
assigned patrols will have access to all 
areas regardless of  unit affiliation . 
Participants are expected to respect 
fellow re -enactors during quiet hours. 
All units will conduct a police call prior 
to release on Sunday. 
Contact info: 
Event Coordinator: David Goodwin 
Allied POC: Tim Sherrer 
Axis POC: David “Earl” Overschmit 
 

Mess Information:  Only one meal 

is included  (SAT evening meal) all others 
are on the individual. There is an Allied 
Mess and an Axis mess located in the rear 
area., meals will begin on Friday night. 
Meals with Allied and Axis mess’ must be 
coordinated with cooks. Contact Field 
Kitchen personnel for more information. 
SAT Evening Meal: 1800 Catered 
Food truck will be available Friday night 
and Saturday morning only. 
Latrines: Use chemical toilets. No cat 
holes! 

Communications: coordinate with 

company commanders. 

Trash: Collect all trash and place in 

dumpster.   
Smoking: No smoking in any buildings, 

police up butts. 

Allied TF Venable 

see page 2 for info 


